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The present paper is concerned with the one-to-oneness property of the solution 
map of retarded functional differential equations defined on a compact manifold. It 
is proved that any retarded functional differential equation can be uniformly 
approximated on a compact set containing the attractor by equations whose solu- 
tion maps are one-to-one on the corresponding atttractors. Sufficient conditions for 
the one-to-oneness of the solution map are found. Analogous results on the whole 
phase space are obtained for differential difference quations with a finite number 
of delays. 8 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Finding conditions that imply one-to-oneness of the solution map is a 
long-standing, important problem and one that still remains unresolved in 
the theory of retarded functional differential equations. In general, the solu- 
tion map need not be one-to-one on the phase space, as many examples 
show [3,6]. Indeed, if the solution map is compact, it can never be one-to- 
one on the entire phase space [6]. The attractor, however, contains most 
of the interesting information about the flow of a given retarded functional 
differential equation and one can ask for conditions that imply one-to-one- 
ness of the solution map at least on the attractor. If the attractor is com- 
pact and if the solution map is one-to-one on it, then the map generates a 
continuous group on the attractor. In this case, some well-known concepts 
from ordinary differential equations can be modified to apply to retarded 
functional differential equations (see [6]). 
The one-to-oneness property and the attractor are linked together in a 
number of questions. For example, when is the manifold structure of the 
attractor preserved under perturbations? (See [3, 61.) Is there a relation 
between one-to-oneness of the solution map and the continuity of the 
attractor? In this paper we prove that for retarded functional differential 
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equations, continuity of the attractor is a sufficient condition for the one- 
to-oneness of the solution map on the atttractor. Another question, one 
which until now has not received an answer, asks if there is a relation 
between structural stability and one-to-oneness of the solution map. In this 
paper it is shown that structural stability implies one-to-oneness. 
In concrete applications it is also important to know roughly how many 
equations of a given type have solution maps that are one-to-one on the 
attractor. It would certainly be very nice if the subset of retarded functional 
differential equations whose solution maps are one-to-one on the attractor 
were residual; however, this is not known even in the linear case. In [S], 
Hale and Oliva showed that the set of all linear nonautonomous retarded 
functional differential equations whose solution maps are one-to-one is a 
dense subset of all linear equations, but they neither proved nor disproved 
that it is residual. The present paper deals with a similar question in the 
case of autonomous retarded functional differential equations. The dense- 
ness property, as well as the relationships between structural stability, 
continuity of the attractor, and one-to-oneness mentioned above, are 
proved in the following theorem. 
THEOREM. (a) Any retarded functional differential equation on a com- 
pact manifold can be uniformly approximated on a compact set containing 
the attractor by retarded functional differential equations whose solution 
maps are one-to-one on the corresponding attractors. 
(b) If the approximated retarded functional differential equation is 
structurally stable, then its solution map is one-to-one on the attractor. 
(c) The solution map of the approximated retarded functional 
differential equation is one-to-one on the attractor, if the attractor is lower- 
semicontinuous. 
Using the compact set constructed in the theorem together with results 
on continuity points of semicontinuous functions from [9, 123, one can say 
immediately that any bounded retarded functional differential equation on 
a compact manifold belongs to an open set containing a residual set of 
retarded functional differential equations with lower-semicontinuous attrac- 
tors. In this way one can begin to address the question of how many 
retarded functional differential equations have lower-semicontinuous 
attractors. 
The theorem can also be modified for differential delay equations in the 
following way. 
THEOREM. (a) Any differential d;ff t erence equation with a finite number 
of delays defined on a compact mantfold can be untyormly approximated by 
differential difference equations whose solution maps are one-to-one on the 
corresponding attractors. 
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(b) The solution map of a structurally stable differential difference 
equation with a finite number of delays defined on a compact mantfold is 
one-to-one on the attractor. 
(c) The solution map of a differential difference quation with a finite 
number of delays defined on a compact mantfold is one-to-one on the 
attractor, tf the attractor is lower-semicontinuous. 
Although in the present paper only retarded functional differential equa- 
tions on compact manifolds are considered, all the results, except for the 
second theorem, can be obtained for noncompact manifolds under suitable 
assumptions. 
1. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
Let M be a compact connected finite dimensional Hausdorff C”- 
manifold, and let TM be its tangent bundle. For Z= C-r, 0] a closed 
interval in R with r > 0, let C = C”(Z, M) be the set of all continuous maps 
from Z into M. Let Xk c Ck(C, TM), k 3 1, be the Banach space of all 
Ck-differentiable retarded functional differential equations on M that map 
bounded sets into bounded sets. Endow Xk with the uniform Ck-norm. For 
any f E Xk, denote by @jr the corresponding solution map that maps C x R 
into C. It is well-known [3, 61 that {@Jt) ( t 201 is a strongly continuous 
semigroup of operators on C, that @ is continuous on C x [O, cc ) x Xk, and 
that Q(t) is Ck-differentiable on Xk x C for all t > 0. Define 
The set A(f) is nonempty and is the maximal compact invariant set off: 
It is connected, uniformly asymptotically stable, attracts all bounded sets in 
C, and can be expressed as 
A(f)= 0 @+)C 
PZ20 
(see [3, 61). The set A(f) is called the attractor of J 
DEFINITION 1.1. The solution map @/ is said to be one-to-one on the 
attractor A(f) if Qr(t) is one-to-one on A(f) for all t E R. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let f~ Xk. If Qr is one-to-one on A(f), then 
{a,.(t) 1 t E R} is a strongly continuous group of operators on A( f ). 
Proof The proof of the proposition is standard. Define @F’(t)= 
GJ( - t) and use the semigroup properties. Since A(f) is compact, it follows 
that O;‘(t) is continuous. 
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Obviously, Proposition 1.2 implies that if the solution map of a retarded 
functional differential equation f is one-to-one on its attractor A(f), then 
there is a unique backward continuation of the solution through any 
cp ISA(~). Therefore we can define the orbit Ye of f through cp as 
Yr((P)= UlER @f(t) cp. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let f E Xk be such that Qf is one-to-one on A(f ). 
Assume that ~~(cp)n~+A$)+(ZJfor SOme cp, tieA( Then ~~(cp)=~~(ti). 
Proof. Let cp, tj E A(f) b e such that yJ(p) n y,J+) # 0. Then there exist 
to, t, E R such that Gf(to) cp = Qf(tl) $. Proposition 1.2 implies that 
cp = Qbf(tl - to) $, and therefore yr((p) = yr($). This proves the proposition. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let A g E X“. We say that f is equivalent to g, f-g, if 
there is a homeomorphism h from A(f) onto A(g) that maps orbits onto 
orbits and preserves the sense of direction in time. 
DEFINITION 1.5. We say f~ Xk is structurally stable if there is a 
neighborhood V off in Xk such that f w g for all g E V. 
2. ONE-TO-ONENESS, STRUCTURAL STABILITY, 
AND CONTINUITY OF THE ATTRACTOR 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Consider f, g E Xk such that f m g. Assume as is one-to- 
one on A( f ). Then Qg is one-to-one on A(g). 
Proof Suppose Qg is not one-to-one on A(g). Then there exist 
qo,ql~A(g), c~~#v~, and a t,ER such that 
Q,(t) cpo z @g(t) cpl for all t < to 
and 
@g(t)cpo = @g(t) ‘pl for all t > to. 
Since f N g, there is a homeomorphism h from A(g) onto A(f) such that 
h(y,(cpo)) = ~fyr($o) and h(y,(cp,)) = rfW,) 
for some $o, $r E A(f). Moreover, 
yf(lLo) n Ye = h(y,(cpo) n y,(cpl)) Z 0. 
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Then, since ar is one-to-one on A(f), Proposition 1.3 shows that 
YfWO) = Y/oh). 
Let 5 = h(@,(t,) cpO). Since h preserves the sense of direction in time, 
there exist strictly monotone continuous functions p and q from R into R 
such that p(O) = q(0) = 0 and 
Let V be an open neighborhood of @,(ta) q,, in A(g). By continuity of 
cD~ in t, there exists a 6 E R such that 
@,,(t + to) ‘POE v and @,(~+tohEV 
for all t E Z= ( - 6,6). It follows that h( I’) is an open neighborhood of 5 in 
A(f). Moreover, 
and 
for all t E I. This implies that 
Then, 
The set Q has at least three connected components, whereas the set h(Q) 
has at most two. This is a contradiction since h is a homeomorphism, and 
so concludes the proof of the proposition. 
The following statements are obvious consequences of Proposition 2.1. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let f E Xk be structurally stable. Assume that Gr is one- 
to-one on A( f ). Then there exists a neighborhood V off in Xk such that GZn 
is one-to-one on A(g) for all g E V. 
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In order to obtain a generalization of Proposition 2.1, we need some 
additional notation. 
For any metric space (Y, d), any point p E Y, and any two sets E, F in 
Y, let 
be the distance between a point and a set, and let 
6(E, F) = sup d*(p, F). 
PGE 
In general, 6(E, F) # 6(F, E). A metric for the set of all subsets of Y is now 
defined by 
a*(& F) = sup{W, F), W’, E)}, 
and it is called the Hausdorff metric [l, 71. Using this metric one can 
discuss the continuity properties of the attractor. 
DEFINITION 2.3. (a) The attractor A(f) of a retarded functional dif- 
ferential equation is called upper-semicontinuous at f if @A(g), A(f)) -+ 0 
as g +f; i.e., for any a E A(g) there is a b E A(f) such that d(a, 6) --r 0 as 
g+f: 
(b) The attractor A(f) is called lower-semicontinuous at f if 
6(A(f), A(g)) + 0 as g-f; i.e., for any b E A(f) there is an a E A(g) such 
that d(a, b) + 0 as g +f: 
(c) The attractor A(f) is called continuous atfif 6*(,4(f), A(g)) + 0 
as g + f; i.e., A(f) is upper- and lower-semicontinuous. 
The attractor of a retarded functional differential equation on a compact 
manifold is always upper-semicontinuous [6]. The lower-semicontinuity 
condition says that the attractor A(f) must be comparable in size with the 
attractor A(g) for some g arbitrarily near to f: In general, this is not the 
case, and the attractor is not lower-semicontinuous [4]. In special cases, 
however, for example, when there exists a constant c such that 
IjdQf( t) ~1) < c and d@,(t) has the Lipschitz constant c for all t B 0 and 
cp E C, then the attractor A(f) is lower-semicontinuous [6]. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let {A} b e a convergent sequence in Xk and let f be 
its limit. Assume that A(f) is lower-semicontinuous and that Gf, is one-to-one 
on A( f,) for all i. Then @,. is also one-to-one on A( f ). 
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Proof: Suppose Qr is not one-to-one on A(f). Then there exist 
q, $ E A(f), cp # $, and a to > 0 such that 
@fW = @f(t) $ for t>to 
and 
@f(t) cp + @r(t) * for t-c t,. 
Let E > 0 be arbitrary, but fixed. Lower-semicontinuity of A(f) implies 
that there is a sequence {xi} such that xi E A(fi) for all i and xi -+ Gf(to) cp 
as i + co. Since QJ generates a strongly continuous group on A,, we obtain 
by continuity that 
@JC -&I xi + @fC tO - &I Cp 
as i -+ co. Since @Jt,) cp = @,.(to) tj it also follows that 
@,j -El x, + qct, - 6) $ 
as i+ co. Thus 
@+.I - 6) cp = @,/@cl- El ti. 
This contradicts the assumption. 
3. MAIN RESULT 
We now apply the results of the previous section to retarded functional 
differential equations and differential difference equations with a finite 
number of delays. We begin by recalling some definitions and some basic 
facts. For further details see [2, 6, 8, lo]. 
DEFINITION 3.1. (a) Let Y be a complex Banach space, D an open 
subset of the complex plane, and u a continuous map from D into Y. The 
map u is called analytic (holomorphic) in D if its derivative exists for every 
2, ED, i.e., if the limit 
Iirn u(A) - u(&) 
A-1, 
= u’(&) 
2. -+ lo 
exists. 
(b) Let U be an open subset of Y, let Z be a complex Banach space, 
and let f be a continuous map from U into Z. The map f is said to be 
analytic if the map g(A) =f(x, + Ah) is analytic in some neighborhood of 
the origin in the complex plane for all x0 E U and h E Y. 
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In the following, let A be the set of all differential difference quations in 
Xk with a finite number of delays Y,, . . . . rm _ 1. Let d be the map from C into 
A4 defined by d(cp) = (q(O), cp( --pi), . . . . cp( -Y,,- 1)). Note that the map d is 
onto. For any FE A, there exists a Ck-map FO from M” into TM such that 
F=F,od and noF,=proj,, where proj, is the first projection from M” 
into A4 [6]. Denote by p the evaluation map from C into M defined by 
p(q) = q(O). It can be shown that the evaluation map is as smooth as M 
is [ 111, If F is a differential difference equation on C”(l, R”) with a finite 
number of delays, then F= (p, fo d) for an appropriate f: In this case, F can 
be identified with the equation 
i(t)=f(x(t),x(t-r,), . . . . x(t-rmel)) 
(see [6]). Iffis analytic, then the backward continuation of any solution 
is unique. Thus, the solution map of F is one-to-one on A(F) [ 10,4]. If A4 
is a parallelizable manifold, i.e., TM= A4 x R”, we can write globally 
F= (p,fo d) for an appropriate map f from M” into R”. For general 
manifolds, this representation of F is only local. Examples of parallelizable 
manifolds are the spheres S’, S3, S’. 
We are now ready to prove the main theorem for differential difference 
equations. 
THEOREM 3.2. (a) Any differential difference equation FE A can be 
uniformly approximated by equations whose solution maps are one-to-one on 
the corresponding attractors. 
(b) Zf FE A is structurally stable, then its solution map is one-to-one 
on the attractor. 
(c) If FE A and A(F) is lower-semicontinuous, then its solution map is 
one-to-one on the attractor. 
Proof (a) For clarity of exposition, let us assume first that the mani- 
fold A4 is parallelizable. Let FE A be arbitrary. Then we have the global 
representation F = (p, f 0 d) for an appropriate map f from M” into R”. 
Since M” can be considered as a compact subset of R’” for some integer 
1, the Weierstrass approximation theorem implies that f can be uniformly 
approximated componentwise on M” by a sequence of polynomials. Let us 
denote by pi the sequence of these approximating maps. Thus, F can be 
approximated by the sequence P, with Pi = (p, pi 0 d). Obviously, Pi E A, 
and pi is analytic, since each of its components is a polynomial. Hence, the 
solution map of Pi is one-to-one on its attractor A(P,). 
Suppose now that the manifold A4 is not parallelizable. Let Ui be a finite 
covering of M” by coordinate neighborhoods. Then, for each i, there is 
a map J; from M” into R” such that F(q)= (p(cp),fiod(cp)) for all 
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cp E d - ‘(Vi). Using a liner covering of M”, which we denote in the same 
way, and a subordinate partition of unity, we obtain a mapffrom M” into 
R” such thatfi, =fi. Therefore, F(q) = (p(cp),fod(cp)) for all cp E C and we 
can proceed as above. This completes the proof of part (a) of the theorem. 
Part (b) is a direct consequence of part (a) and Proposition 2.1. Part (c) 
follows directly from part (a) and Proposition 2.4. 
In order to generalize the above theorem for retarded functional differen- 
tial equations, we need some additional information about the attractor. 
The main problem is that we cannot approximate a given retarded func- 
tional differential equation F on C. Therefore, we have to approximate F 
on a compact subset of C which contains the attractor of F and the attrac- 
tors of all the approximations of F. We have to use the Stone-Weierstrass 
approximation theorem on this compact set and obtain analytic 
approximations of F. 
In the following let Xk( V) = {F,, 1 FE X”} for some U c C. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let FE Xk. Then for any open neighborhood U of A(F) 
in C, there is an open neighborhood V of F,, in Xk( U) such that A(G) c U 
for all G E V. Furthermore, the set UGE y A(G) is precompact. 
Proof Whitney’s embedding theorem implies that M can be considered 
as a submanifold of R’ for an appropriate integer 1. Thus F can be 
considered as a map from a subset of C”(Z, R’) into R*‘. Let U* be an 
a-neighborhood of A(F) in C”(Z, R’), let U,* be a c/Zneighborhood of A(F) 
in C”(Z, R’) and let W* be an s/Cneighborhood of A(F) in C’(Z, R’). 
Furthermore, let U = U* n C, let U. = U,* n C, and let W = W* n C. Since 
A(F) is uniformly asymptotically stable and since M is compact, it follows 
that A(F) attracts C; i.e., there exists a to > r such that @F(t) Cc W for all 
t> to. Let 
GEX~(U)I IJF-G/I <$e-L’o 
0 
where L is the Lipschitz constant of F. It follows that 
I@F(fO) (P(e) - @c(to) cp(@l 
J 
to + 0 
< IF(@&) cp) - W@,(s) CpN ds 
0 
J 
(0 + 0 
< IF(@As) cp) - F(@G(s) cp)l ds 
0 
J 
10 + + M@,(s) cp- G(@&) CPM ds 
0 
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<L 10ll~F(S)V)-~~(S)(Pl/dS+~e~Lio s 0 
for all cp E Cc C”(Z, R’), G E V, and all 8 E 1. Using Gronwall’s inequality 
we find that 
ll@Ato) cp - @c(to) cpll <i. 
Since GF(tO) cp E W, there exists a + E A(F) such that 
Therefore, 
ll~c(kJ cp - $11 G ll@G(kl) cp - @F(b) cpll + II@F(b) cp - 11/u<;. 
Thus, @Jt,,) cp E U, for all cp E C and all GE V. Therefore, @Jt) U = 
Qc(to) @,Jt- to) UC U,-, for all ta to. Hence, A(G)=o&U) c U for all 
GE V, where wG is the w-limit set of U under G. This proves the first part 
of the proposition. 
Since F maps bounded sets into bounded sets, there is a constant c > 0 
such that F(U) c B,(O), where B,(O) is the open ball in R2’ of radius c 
centered at the origin. Taking V smaller, if necessary, we find that 
G(U) c B,(O) for all GE V. Let 
H={cp~C(Z,R’)(cp~Cand l’p(81)-(p(82)(~~18,-821 forall8,,8,Ez}. 
The Arzella-Ascoli theorem implies that the set H is compact. Further- 
more, 
I 
I + 01 
< lG(@&) cp)l ds t + 02 
GC ie,-e,i 
for all t 2 t, + r, cp E U, GE V. Thus, a&t) U c H for all GE V and all 
t 2 t, + r. Thus, A(G) = Q( U) c H for all GE V, and therefore, UGE VA(G) 
is precompact. This completes the proof of the proposition. 
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The first part of Proposition 3.3 says that the attractor of a retarded 
functional differential equation in X“(U) is upper-semicontinuous. The 
proof is similar to the standard proof of upper-semicontinuity of the attractor 
for U= C which can be found in [6]. This result enables us to define the 
notion of structural stability in J?(U). 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let FE Xk and let U be a subset of C containing A(F). 
We say that F is structurally stable in X”(U) if there is a neighborhood V 
of F, U in Xk( U) such that F, u - G for all GE V. 
In order to use the Stone-Weierstrass approximation theorem in 
C”(Z, R’), we have to find a set S of continuous real-valued functions 
defined on C”(Z, R’) that separates points in C”(Z, R’), i.e., for every pair of 
distinct points cp, $ E C”(Z, R’) there exists a mapping YES such that 
h(q) # h($). The set S can be constructed in the following way. Let pU be 
the map from C’(Z, R’) into R’, defined by pp’ = q(a) for some a E I. Let 
proj, , . . . . proj, be the canonical projections from R’ into R. Consider the set 
S= (proj,oPa(aEZ, 1 <i<f}. 
Clearly, S separates points in C’(Z, R’). 
PROPOSITION 3.5 (The Stone-Weierstrass Approximation Theorem [ 133). 
Let K be a compact subset of C’(Z, R’), and let f be a map from C’(Z, R’) 
into R’. Then, each component off can be uniformly approximated on K by 
a polynomial in functions from S with arbitrarily given exactness. 
Note that the polynomials in functions from S are defined on C'(Z, R'). 
It is easily seen that they are analytic. 
Let us also recall the following facts. If FEJ? is a retarded functional 
differential equation, then FE Ck(C, TM) is such that ~0 F= p, where rc is 
the canonical projection from TM into M and p is the evaluation map. If 
F is a retarded functional differential equation on C’(Z, R’), then there is 
a Ck-function f from C’(Z, R’) into Ri such that F = (p,f) and F can be 
identified with the equation 
i, =f (x,) 
(see [6]). If f is analytic, then the backward continuation of any solution 
is unique [lo], and therefore the solution map of F is one-to-one on A(F). 
We now obtain suflicient conditions for the one-to-oneness of the 
solution map on the attractor for retarded functional differential equations. 
THEOREM 3.6. (a) For any FE Xk there exists a compact set K 
containing A(F) such that F,, can be uniformly approximated by retarded 
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functional differential equations whose solution maps are one-to-one on the 
corresponding attractors. 
(b) If F is structurally stable in Xk(K), then the solution map of F is 
one-to-one on the attractor. 
(c) If FE Xk(K) and A(F) is lower-semicontinuous, then the solution 
map of F is one-to-one on the attractor. 
Proof Let U be any neighborhood of A(F) in C. By Proposition 3.3 
there is an open neighborhood I/ of F,, in Xk( U) such that A(G) c U for 
all GE V. Let K=cl lJGEY A(G). Then, Proposition 3.3 implies that K is a 
compact subset of U. 
Assume first that the manifold M is parallelizable. Then we have the 
global representation F = (p, f) for some appropriate function f from C into 
R”. Theorem 3.5 implies that each component off can be approximated 
on K by polynomials in functions of S. Thus, f can be approximated on K 
by a sequence of analytic functions {pi}, and F can be approximated 
on K by a sequence {Pi} of retarded functional differential equations, given 
by Pi= (p, pi). Moreover, the solution map of Pi is one-to-one on its 
attractor. 
Assume now that the manifold M is not parallelizable. Although there is 
no partition of unity in C, a similar argument can be used, since K is com- 
pact. Let { Ui} be a finite covering of M by coordinate neighborhoods. 
Then for each Ui there is a function f, from p-‘(Vi) into R” such that 
F(q) = (p(cp),h(cp)) for all cp Ed-‘. Let W be an open subset of C 
containing K. Then, Wi = W n p-‘( Ui) defines a finite covering of K such 
that F(q) = (p(q), fj(cp)) for all cp E Wi. Now one can use a finer finite sub- 
covering of K, which we denote in the same way, and the radial function 
to “glue” together the functions fi. (This process is analogous to the 
construction of a partition of unity; see, for example, [14].) In this way 
one obtains a function f such that f,,+,, =fi, and F= (p, f) on W. Now, as 
above, f can be approximated componentwise on K by polynomials in 
functions of S. Thus, F can be approximated on K by a sequence of 
retarded functional differential equations whose solution maps are one-to- 
one on the corresponding attractors. 
Now, as in Theorem 3.2, part (b) is a direct consequence of part 
(a) and Proposition 2.1, and part (c) follows directly from part (a) and 
Proposition 2.4. 
Observe that all the statements in this paper, except for Theorem 3.2, 
also hold for noncompact manifolds. In that case, however, one has 
to restrict consideration to the class of retarded functional differential 
equations that have a compact, uniformly asymptotically stable and upper- 
semicontinuous attractor. 
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